
COUNTRY WALKS IN NORTH-WEST ENGLAND
Discover more about the North-West: walk where steam trains once ran, explore the
countryside and our natural world or find a hidden work of art.

This fascinating guidebook contains 12 medium
length walks accessible from Lancaster plus
many pages of local and natural history
information.

Uniquely, the book includes a QR code that
gives access to a supplementary website with
comprehensive detail of each walking route.

• Over 90 pages of fascinating facts
• Maps and routes of each walk
• Lots of local and natural history

information
• Colour photographs and illustrations

throughout
• Written by local walkers with profits going

to the Fairfield Association, Lancaster

Available from all good bookshops and
tourist information centres or order yours

now from:
Stumpcirclebooks.com
£10.00 + £2.50 p&p

Clapdale Farmhouse
The shortest route to
Ingleborough Cave uses a

private Nature Trail, running

directly from the village along

the shore of the lake and

passing a 19th-century

ornamental grotto built of

limestone. The Estate will

charge you a toll for the

privilege, so instead our route

uses public rights of way

which lead past Clapdale

Farmhouse, Grade ll listed

and dating from the 15th century (though much altered). The farm’s water

supply comes from the valley floor: near the cave entrance is a small building

housing a hydraulic ram, an ingenious device invented in the 18th century,

which simply uses any flow of water to pump a proportion of it up to a much

higher elevation; no other power source is required. You can recognise it by

the characteristic and quite loud thump of its opening and closing valves.

Gills (deep and very deep, dry and very wet)

Limestone ‘karst’ country means spectacular features and this area has no

shortage, all related to the course of Clapham Beck which drains the southern

slopes of Ingleborough (and each marked with a blue star on the OS map).

First on our route comes Ingleborough Cave, a show cave which can be

explored along a good (and fairly level) kilometre underground by paying

visitors – and much further by expert cavers, who have mapped a complete

system of 21 kilometres of passages. The show cave was carved out by the

waters of the beck, but the latter has now found a lower and much less

accessible route, emerging in an impressive ‘resurgence’ from a cliff near the

cave entrance (Photo B).
Above this point on our route the valley floor has no stream, and the drama

increases as you round the corner into Trow Gill, an impressive ‘dry valley’

most likely carved out by floodwaters from melting glaciers at the end of the

last Ice Age. Here our main route turns back, but the marked extension (if you

don’t mind a scramble) leads across moorland to the giant pothole of Gaping

Gill, where the stream (here named Fell Beck) suddenly meets soluble

limestone instead of millstone grit, and disappears underground. Readers

keen on comparisons may like to know that the 98-metre-high waterfall into the

huge chamber below is the largest known unbroken waterfall in England. On

summer bank holiday weekends, Yorkshire caving clubs set up a winch at

the top, and you can pay to be lowered to the bottom to make your own

comparisons – and even be retrieved afterwards. (If you’re tempted, don’t

forget the waterfall: bring good waterproofs.)

Norber ErraticsWe met erratics on Walk 1

Farleton Fell: rocks that

were torn off higher ground

by a glacier and deposited

lower down when the
glacier retreated. This walk

takes us through a field of

boulders which geologists

say is one of the finest

examples of glacial erratics

in Britain. These blocks of

hard gritstone – Silurian

greywacke, for the rock

connoisseur – have protected the limestone underneath them, while the rest of

the limestone has been eroded away over an estimated 18,000 years. The

resulting display of rocks on pedestals is a textbook example for geologists

and a useful lesson in rock identification for anyone else, once you get your

eye in.
The Tale of Robin Proctor’s

Scar
Towards the end of our walk we

pass Robin Proctor’s Scar, a

prominent cliff overlooking the

village of Austwick. There are

various explanations for its name;

all involve a combination of the said

Robin, alcohol and a horse. In one

version, Robin is in his cups and

takes a bet that he can ride a horse

down the cliff. He wins the bet but

the horse doesn’t survive. In

another, Robin is a regular visitor to a local hostelry but depends on his horse

to remember the way home. After a heavy session, Robin unfortunately gets

on the wrong horse, which does not know the way and falls off the cliff. In this

version, neither survive.Ingleborough Hall and Reginald Farrer

In the early 19th century the Farrer family made their final extension to what

had once been a farm and subsequently a lodge to create Ingleborough Hall, a

handsome country house in the Greek revival style (invisible to passers-by,

unfortunately). As with Dallam Tower (Walk 2 Fairy Steps), the owners

remodelled the landscape to reflect their self-aggrandisement: here they

created a lake (complete with woodlands) and artificial waterfall, providing

water for all and hydropower for themselves; and diverted the public path to go

under the ornamental drive to their new hall. This is the reason why you return

to the village of Clapham through a dark tunnel.
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STAVELEY Walk 9
Distance 6 miles

/ 9.7 kms

Ascent 984 feet
/ 300 metres

Time 5 hours

Good paths thro
ughout, short se

ctions

on minor roads.

Occasional mud
dy patches in w

et

weather, fine vie
ws on a clear da

y.

The outer fringes
of Lakeland

provide delightfu
l walks with

mountain views
and fewer

crowds. This wa
lk includes wood

land,

open fell, a tumb
ling beck and a

return

along the banks
of the River Ken

t.

Getting there

Train to Stavele
y or the

555 Lancaster t
o

Keswick bus at
a

slower pace. Pa
rking

in Staveley is a
problem: the Mi

ll Yard

restricts parking
to limited

time and busine
ss use.

There is some o
n-street

parking. A
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